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An out-of-body experience (OBE) may be defined as the experience in which a person seems to be awake and to see his body and the world from a location outside the physical body.
(Devinsky et al., 1989; Brugger et al., 1997)
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Abstract:
ThisAbstract:
Ph.D. in Fine Arts Research explores the concept of Out of body experience, OBE, as an inherent and driving force in
contemporary art, through modernity and from the rising of the avant-garde.
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This Ph.D. in Fine Arts Research explores the concept of Out of body experience, OBE, as an inherent and fundamental factor in visual art, throughout modernity and particularly the

Taking its starting point in simulacra and oscillation, the project deals with concepts of amputation and fragmentation, i.e.
avant-garde.
a prosthetic view on media and visual art. The installations will aim to explore the limits of perception through the mediated body,
in order to reconnect our consciousness to the world in a radical state of otherness, where the vision of one’s own body, seen from
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otherness, where the vision of one’s own body, seen from a point of view outside, will link us to the famous conceptual works “Not to be reproduced”, 1937 by René Magritte and “Live Video
Taped Corridor” 1969-70 by Bruce Nauman.
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a common consequence of mediation, and oscillation into a dynamic modus operandi. Virtual Reality Technology thus realises the possibility to link Out-of body experience to some very
concrete and solid objectives, such as the actual physical body and its position in space. The most pathetic dream about flying now becomes a concrete OBE with all the consequential matter
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The installation project includes the research and realisation of a Virtual Reality project, that creates an Out of body experience through a doubling in virtual reality and augmented reality vision, and a publication that show the
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cludes the research and realisation of a Virtual Reality project, that creates an Out of body experience through a doubling in Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality vision, and a publication
that show the importance of OBE in the history of the avant-garde and the development of metaphysics.
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distance through a sensitivity that can induce a new curiosity towards our field of vision, comparable to our acknowledgement of
our dream’s marvellous effects on our sense of reality.

Building and rebuilding, painting expanded as installation, the practice part of the Ph.D. intent to create a vital environment, virtual as well as concretely, where OBE appear as a central
event, where art and science synthesize into a work of visual art, where the perception of our world finds itself reborn through the process of a radical alienation, that seek to reencounter
its own distance through a sensitivity that can induce a new curiosity towards our field of vision, comparable to our acknowledgement of our dream’s marvellous effects on our sense of
reality.
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